Hot Topics is featuring books on Marie Antoinette, the French Revolution, and Versailles. If you’ve seen Sophia Coppola’s new film Marie Antoinette learn more about the tragic French queen, the court life at the royal palace, the history of the fall of the monarchy and the establishment of the First Republic, and the murder of the Royal Family, check out these titles from the library’s collection:


Cronin, Vincent. *Louis and Antoinette*. DC137 C76 1975


Erickson, Carolly. *To The Scaffold: The Life of Marie Antoinette*. DC137.1 E77 1991


Fraser, Antonia. *Marie Antoinette: The Journey*. DC137.1 F73 2001


Haslip, Joan. *Marie Antoinette*. DC137.1 H37 1988

Hibbert, Christopher. *The Days of the French Revolution*. DC161 H5

Hibbert, Christopher. *Versailles*. DC801 V56 H45


Loomis, Stanley. *Paris in the Terror*. DC183 L6


Thompson, JM. *Robespierre and the French Revolution*. DC161 T475

Woodbridge, John D. *Revolt in Prerevolutionary France: Prince de Conti’s Conspiracy Against Louis XV*. DC135 C58 W66 1995
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No not casseroles! October is Vegetarian Awareness month, and the library is celebrating with books on vegetarian cooking, ethical food production, lifestyle choices and the history of vegetarianism. So grab a good read and eat your veggies!

Food For Body And Spirit. VHS TX724.5 C5 F66x 1984
Fox, Michael W. *Eating With Conscience: The Bioethics Of Food*. BJ52.5 F69 1997
Lappe, Frances Moore. *Diet For A Small Planet*. TX392 L27 1975
Messina, Virginia. *The Vegetarian Way: Total Health For You And Your
Family*. RM236 M476 1996
Rice, Pamela. *101 Reasons Why I'm A Vegetarian*. RM236 R495 2005
Scott, David. *Protein-Balanced Vegetarian Cookery*. TX837 S3 1987
The Good Cook: Fruits. TX715 G62x v.11
The Good Cook: Salads. TX715 G62x v. 20
Vegetarian Touch: A Healthy Approach To Everyday Cooking. TX837 V428 1985
Walters, Kerry. *Ethical Vegetarianism: From Pythagoras To Peter Singer*. TX392 E84 1999
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Abalos, David. The Latino Male: A Radical Redefinition. E184 S75 A625 2002
Americano As Apple Pie The Latino Experience in America. DVDE184 S75 A827x 2004
Cartagena, Chiqui. Latino Boom! Everything You Need To Know To Grow Your Business In The US Hispanic Market. HC110 C6 C365 2005
Encyclopedia Latina: History, Society And Culture In The United States. REF E184S75 E587 2005
Encyclopedia of Latino Popular Culture. E184 S75 E59 2004
Gutierrez, David. The Columbia History Of Latinos In The United States Since 1960. E184 S75 C644 2004
Morales, Ed. Living In Spanglish: The Search For Latino Identity In America. E184 S75 M667 2002
Navarro, Sharon. Latino Americans And Political Participation. E184 S75 L3557 2004
Novas, Himilce. Everything You Need To Know About Latino History. E184 S75 N69 1994
Suarez-Orozco, Marcelo. Latinos: Remaking America. E184 S75 L37 2002
Zuniga, Victor. New Destinations: Mexican Immigration In The United States. E184 M5 N36 2005
Also check out our related periodicals: Latina and Hispanic. Both are available in the periodical section on the Library’s 2nd level.
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Hot Topics features your Library's NEW Popular Book Collection. A selection of contemporary best-sellers, notable titles and controversial books, the Popular Book collection will be updated each month with exciting new fiction and nonfiction material. Check any title out with your NOVACard for 3 weeks!

Ali, Monica. *Alentejo Blue.* PR6101 L45 A44 2006
Bennet, William J. *America: The Last Best Hope.* E178 B46 2006
Clark, Mary Higgins. *Two Little Girls In Blue.* PS3553 L287 T96 2006
Cooper, Anderson. *Dispatches From The Edge: A Memoir of War, Disaster, and Survival.* PN4874 C683 A3 2006
Cornwell, Patricia. *At Risk.* PS3553 O692 A93 2006
Ebadi, Shirin. *Iran Awakening: A Memoir of revolution and Hope.* KMH110 I23 A3 2006
Friedman, Thomas. *The World is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-First Century.* HM846 F74 2006
Giffin, Emily. *Baby Proof.* PS3607 !28 B33 2006
Koontz, Dean. *The Husband.* PS3561 O55 H87 2006
Mcbain, Ed. *Learning to Kill.* PS3515 U585 L43 2006
Paniatowska, Elena. *Nada, Nadie, Las Voces Del Temblor.* F1386.3 P65 2005
Patterson, James. *Thriller: Stories to Keep You Up at Night.* PS648 S88 T57 2006
Perry, Tyler. *Don't Make a Black Woman Take Off Her Earrings: Madea's Uninhibited Commentaries on Love and Life.* PS3616 E795 D66 2006
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Hot Topics celebrates Body Art this summer. Read up on tattoos, scarification, piercing, body modification and the cultures and history of decorating the body. From the ancient Indian, African, and Middle Eastern arts of henna painting to the modern cultures of punk, goth and teen, from tribal practices to urban tribes, read up on the variety, meaning, artistry, and politics of body art.


Art of Tattooing. VHS GT2345 A782x 2001

Body Art. DVD GT2345 B639x 2001


Pitts, Victoria. *In the Flesh: The Cultural Politics of Body Modification*. GN419.15 P57 2003

Riordan, Teresa. *Inventing Beauty: A History of the Innovations that have made us Beautiful*. GT499 R56 2004


Van Dinter, Maarten Hesselt. *The World of Tattooing: An Illustrated History*. GT2345 D56 2005

Williams, Tennessee. *The Rose Tattoo*. PS3545 I5365 R6
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We've got answers! Check out the books below.

Bluman, Allan G. Math word problems demystified. QA63 .B58 2005
Carrier, Jim, A traveler's guide to the civil rights movement. E185.61 .C267 2004
Close, F. E. Particle physics : a very short introduction. QC778 .C56 2004
Detz, Joan. It’s not what you say, it’s how you say it. PN4121 .D38825 2000
Downing, Douglas. Algebra, the easy way. QA152.2 .D69 1989
Duffy, John. Economics. HB171.5 .D78 1993
Edwards, C. C.(Constance C.) TI-89 graphing calculator for dummies. QA75 .E39 2005

Frank, Steven, The pen commandments : a guide for the beginning writer. PE1408 .F57 2004
Gibilisco, Stan. Physics demystified. QC23.2 .G54 2002
Gookin, Dan. PCs for dummies. QA76.5 .G6295 2005
Gookin, Dan. PCs for dummies quick reference. QA76.5 .G629523 2005
Gottesman, Deb. Taking center stage : masterful public speaking using acting skills you never knew you had. PN4121 .G59 2001
Gutman, Laura. Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004 demystified. TK5105.8885.D74 G885x 2004
Hoff, Ron. I can see you naked : a new revised edition of the national bestseller on making fearless presentations. PN4121 .H456 1992
Kent, Jeffrey A.(Jeffrey Alan), C++ demystified. QA76.73.C153 K458x 2004.
Reinhart, Susan M. Giving academic presentations. PN4129.15 .R45x 2002.
Strumpf, Michael. The grammar bible : everything you always wanted to know about grammar but didn’t know whom to ask PE1112 .S778 2004.
The dangerous world of pre-calculus [videorecording]. AV--QA154.2 .D36x 1996.
Williams, David R.(David Ross), Sin boldly! : Dr. Dave’s guide to writing the college paper. PE1408 .W589x 2000.
Williams, Linda D. Chemistry demystified QD33.2 .W54 2003.
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Do have a favorite TV show? Are you sad about the season ending and not looking forward to a summer of endless re-runs? Get to know your favorite shows better by reading a related book from the library’s collection:

**THE AMAZING RACE**
Payment, Simone. *Cool Careers Without College For People Who Love To Travel.* Careers G155.5 P38 2004
Rogers, Barbara. *Adventure Guide to the Chesapeake Bay.* F187 C5 A38x 2001

**AMERICAN IDOL**
Johnson, Jeff. *Careers for Music Lovers & Other Tuneful Types.* Careers ML3790 J65 2004
Passman, Donald. *All You Need To Know About The Music Business.* ML3790 P35 2003
Weisbard, Eric. *This is Pop.* ML3470 T48 2004

**CSI**
Starrs, James. *A Voice For The Dead: A Forensic Investigator’s Pursuit of the Truth in the Grave.* HV8073.5 S75 2005

**Desperate Housewives**
Swain, Sally. *Great Housewives of Art.* NC1429 S83 A4 1989

**EXTREME MAKEOVER: HOME EDITION**
Kennedy, Terry. *Fix It Before It Breaks.* TH4817.3 K46 2004
Vandervort, Don. *This Old House Complete Remodeling.* TH4816 V36x 2004

**Law & Order**
Camenson, Blythe. *Careers For Legal Eagles & Other Law-And-Order Types.* Careers KF297 Z9 C358 2005
Roche, Brien. *Law 101.* KF387 R572 2004
April 2006

Jesus in America: Personal Savior or Cultural Hero?

"The United States is unique among modern industrial countries in its devotion to Jesus as personal savior and cultural hero. Two-thirds of Americans claim that Jesus is divine as well as a man who walked the earth in ancient Palestine. The "new birth" Jesus preached has matched up nicely with the traditional secular American belief in new identities for individuals and new beginnings for the nation."

That's the topic for the last Phi Theta Kappa seminar this year, on Saturday, April 29. Read more about Jesus and church-state issues - past and present - in America.

The Battle for Souls (DVD). BR1642 .A35 N543x 2004
Boston, Robert. Close Encounters with the Religious Right: Journeys into the Twilight Zone of Religion and Politics. BR526 .B575 2000
Bruce, Steve. God is Dead: Secularization in the West. BL2747.8 .B78 2002
Cahill, Thomas. Desire of the Everlasting Hills: The World Before and After Jesus. BT301.2 .C34 1999b
Copan, Paul. How Do You Know You're Not Wrong? Responding to Objections That Leave Christians Speechless. BT301.2 .C665 2005
Crossan, John Dominic. The Historical Jesus: The Life of a Mediterranean Jewish Peasant. BT301.2 .C76 1991
Feldman, Noah. *Divided by God: America's Church-State Problem - and What We Should Do About It.* BR516 .F43 2005
Ford, David F. and Mike Higton. *Jesus.* BT203 .J467 2002
Ford, Richard Q. *The Parables of Jesus: Recovering the Art of Listening.* BT375.2 .F67 1997
*Jesus: His Life and Times.* BT301.2 .G38 1979
Menendez, Albert J. *The December Wars: Religious Symbols and Ceremonies in the Public Square.* KF4865 .M46 1993
Wilson, A. N. *Jesus: A Life.* BT301.2 .W525 1992
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March 2006


All stereotypes, and while we may say we don’t believe in stereotypes, they’re pervasive in our culture. Watch the DVD *Shattering Stereotypes: How Popular Culture Vilifies the Cultural Other* and attend the discussion on Saturday, March 25, sponsored by our campus chapter of Phi Theta Kappa. What stereotypes would you like to see shattered?

Pitman, Joanna. *On Blondes* GT6737 P58x 2003
Schneider, David J. *The Psychology of Stereotyping.* BF323 .S63 S36 2004
Turner, Patricia A. *Ceramic Uncles and Celluloid Mammies: Black Images and Their Influence on Culture.* P94.5 .A372 U578 2002
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Everything Needs an Introduction...
Combining authority with wit, accessibility and style, Very Short Introductions offer an introduction to some of life's most interesting topics. They are written by experts for the newcomer, demonstrating the finest contemporary thinking about the central problems and issues in over 100 key subjects: from philosophy to Freud, quantum theory to Islam.

Animal rights: a very short introduction / David DeGrazia
Archaeology: a very short introduction / Paul Bahn
Architecture: a very short introduction / Andrew Ballantyne

Aristotle: a very short introduction / Jonathan Barnes
Atheism: a very short introduction / Julian Baggini
The Bible: a very short introduction / John Riches
Buddhism: a very short introduction / Damien Keown
Capitalism: a very short introduction / James Fulcher
The Celts: a very short introduction / Barry Cunliffe
The Cold War: a very short introduction / Robert J. McMahon
Cosmology: a very short introduction / Peter Coles
Darwin: a very short introduction / Jonathan Howard
Democracy: a very short introduction / Bernard Crick
Drugs: a very short introduction / Leslie Iversen
The Earth: a very short introduction / Martin Redfern
Egyptian myth: a very short introduction / Geraldine Pinch
Empire: a very short introduction / Stephen Howe
Engels: a very short introduction / Terrell Carver
The European Union: a very short introduction / John Pinder
Evolution: a very short introduction / Brian and Deborah Charlesworth
Fascism: a very short introduction / Kevin Passmore
Free will: a very short introduction / Thomas Pink
The French Revolution: a very short introduction / William Doyle
Freud: a very short introduction / Anthony Storr
Galileo: a very short introduction / Stillman Drake
Gandhi: a very short introduction / Bhikhu Parekh
Globalization: a very short introduction / Manfred B. Steger
Hinduism: a very short introduction / Kim Knott
The history of astronomy: a very short introduction / Michael Hoskin
Ideology: a very short introduction / Michael Freeden
Indian philosophy: a very short introduction / Sue Hamilton
Intelligence: a very short introduction / Ian J. Deary
Islam: a very short introduction / Malise Ruthven.
Judaism: a very short introduction / Norman Solomon
Literary theory: a very short introduction / Jonathan Culler
Locke: a very short introduction / John Dunn
Logic: a very short introduction / Graham Priest
January 2006

The U.S. Supreme Court

As the senate confirmation process of Judge Samuel Alito unfolds, the Hot Topics focuses on issues related to the history, composition, and role of the Supreme Court. Explore some of the issues germane to the confirmation, including minorities and civil rights, the abortion controversy, rights to privacy, and the Patriot Act. Explore the history of the United States Constitution and examine the delicate balance of government provided for in that document. Understand the issues. Take sides. Get involved. Be informed.

Abraham, Henry J. Justices & Presidents: A Political History of Appointments to the Supreme Court. KF8742 A72 1992
Cox, Archibald. The Court and the Constitution. KF4550 C69 1987
Epps, Garrett. To An Unknown God: Religious Freedom on Trial. KF228 O74 E67 2001
Faux, Marian. Roe v. Wade: The Untold Story of the Landmark Supreme Court Decision that Made Abortion Legal. KF228 R59 F38 1988
Feldt, Gloria. The War on Choice: The Right Wing Attack on Women’s Rights and How to Fight Back. HQ767.5 U5 F65 2004
Friendly, Fred W. The Constitution: That Delicate Balance. KF4550 F73 1984
Garraty, John A. Quarrels That Have Shaped the Constitution. KF8742 A5 Q37 1987
Gerdes, Louise. The Patriot Act: Opposing Viewpoints. KF9430 P38 2005
Herring, Mark. The Pro-life/Pro-Choice Debate. HQ767.5 U5 H467 2003
Johnson, Kevin R. The Huddled Masses Myth: Immigration and Civil Rights. KF4819 J64 2004
Press, Andrea L. Speaking of Abortion: Television and Authority in the Lives of Women. HQ767.5 U5 P73 1999
Schwartz, Bernard. A History of the Supreme Court. KF8742 S39 1993
Tushnet, Mark. A Court Divided: The Rehnquist Court and the Future of Constitutional Law. KF8742 T87 2005
United States Bill of Rights and the Constitutional Amendments. VHS KF4749 U453x 1999
United States Constitution. VHS KF4550 U553x 1999
Walker, Samuel. Civil Liberties in America. KF4749 W35 2004
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